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Environmental Sustainability Report
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Updates

Corporate EHS is preparing an energy report for investor and public
consumption focusing on CBS’s electrical usage during the 2014 through



2016 timeframe at our United Kingdom locations and at the 28 locations
that account for 95% of our U.S. electrical consumption. The energy
report, expected to be released in June of this year, will serve as the
baseline for our ongoing energy efficiency initiatives and for subsequent
annual reports.

We have engaged the services of an energy consultant to assist us in



analyzing our energy data and our usage patterns by location and
collectively. The data management and analytical tools provided by the
consultant will provide verifiable and normalized energy data for reporting
and comparative purposes, assist us in developing relevant metrics for
quantitative energy efficiency goal setting, and identify potential energy



saving opportunities for further evaluation. Looking ahead to 2018 and
beyond, we will continually strive to refine monthly utility data collection
workflow, to improve the practical value of the analytics, and to support
broad collaboration.

In the short term, especially as we get things off the ground, we will be
reaching out to you and others at your locations more than ever for help in
data collection and to solicit participation on teams targeting corporate and
local goal setting, energy reduction measurement and accounting, new
technology vetting, etc. This endeavor is without a doubt a company-wide
cross divisional undertaking with success dependent on coalescence
around a multidisciplinary team. All input is welcome. Do not hesitate to
contact David Templeman to share your ideas or volunteer your expertise.



EHS Webinars
The Walking/Working
Surfaces webinar was held
on February 8th with
upwards of 50 attendees.
We are happy to
accommodate future
requests for this and other
webinars.
AST and UST Database
Thank you for your
updates to our Tank
Database. Updates are
submitted to Risk
Management as received.
E‐learning
Our e‐learning vendor is
working on the first of our
courses, ENG Safety.
SOPs
In conjunction with our
safety audits, which will
start in Quarter 3, we will
be rolling out Standard
Operating Procedures to
assist our locations in their
compliance efforts.

